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An emergent challenge in macromolecular crystallography is

the identification of the substructure from native anomalous

scatterers in crystals that diffract to low to moderate

resolution. Increasing the multiplicity of data sets has been

shown to make previously intractable phasing problems

solvable and to increase the useful resolution in model

refinement. For the West Nile virus nonstructural protein 1

(NS1), a protein of novel fold, the utility of exceptionally high

multiplicity data is demonstrated both in solving the crystal

structure from the anomalous scattering of the native S atoms

and in extending the useful limits of resolution during

refinement. A high-multiplicity data set from 18 crystals had

sufficient anomalous signal to identify sulfur sites using data to

5.2 Å resolution. Phases calculated to 4.5 Å resolution and

extended to 3.0 Å resolution were of sufficient quality for

automated building of three-quarters of the final structure.

Crystallographic refinement to 2.9 Å resolution proceeded

smoothly, justifying the increase in resolution that was made

possible by combining multiple data sets. The identification

and exclusion of data from outlier crystals is shown to result in

more robust substructure determination.
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1. Introduction

The potential for using the anomalous scattering of native

elements (sulfur and phosphorus) for determination of the

substructure and subsequent phasing has long been recog-

nized (Hendrickson & Teeter, 1981). As the anomalous signal

of native atoms is weak when compared with traditional

heavy-atom incorporation, accurate determination of the

anomalous differences typically requires some combination of

low-energy X-rays, high-resolution data and high-multiplicity

data (Lehmann et al., 1993; Ramagopal et al., 2003; Wagner

et al., 2006; Doutch et al., 2012). Recent experiments have

demonstrated the utility of high-multiplicity data to enhance

the weak anomalous signal for solving crystal structures by

single-wavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD) with data

of moderate (2.3–2.8 Å) resolution (Liu et al., 2012, 2013).

Simultaneously, new metrics have redefined the limits of

useful data for crystallographic refinement using high-

resolution data (dmin beyond 2.0 Å; Diederichs & Karplus,

2013; Karplus & Diederichs, 2012). Both of these advances

suggest beneficial effects from increasing the number of

independent observations of each Bragg reflection in routine

problems in macromolecular crystallography.

Accurate measurement of very small signals is critical at

the limit of diffraction, where intensities are weak, and in

the measurement of Bijvoet differences in cases of weak
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anomalous scattering (for example, native sulfur and phos-

phorus). Residual ‘R’ values (Rmerge, Rano) and ‘signal to noise’

[average I/�(I), average �F�/��F�] have traditionally been

used as proxies for accuracy. However, R values increase with

either increasing multiplicity or decreasing intensity, and the

correlation with data accuracy remains unclear. Correction

factors for multiplicity in intensity data have been addressed

with the introduction of Rp.i.m. (Weiss, 2001) and Rmeas

(Diederichs & Karplus, 1997), but neither of these metrics

assesses the accuracy of low-intensity data. The correlation

coefficient between randomly selected half data sets, CC1/2,

and the analytically related estimate of the correlation

between the full data set and the ‘true’ intensities, CC* {=

[2CC1/2/(1 + CC1/2)]1/2}, were introduced as more reliable

estimates of the overall accuracy of a data set (Karplus &

Diederichs, 2012). In contrast to R values, the correlation

coefficients and the average I/�(I) benefit from increased

multiplicity.

Multi-crystal data sets were the norm in the pre-cryogenic

era of macromolecular crystallography (Blundell & Johnson,

1976), but are uncommon today. However, the effects of

radiation damage from increasingly brilliant synchrotron

sources, especially as applied to microcrystals (Smith et al.,

2012; Cherezov et al., 2009), generally require the collection of

data from many samples. Recent advances in detector tech-

nology have speeded data collection and made the collection

of ultrahigh-multiplicity data feasible for many projects. While

merging data from many crystals should significantly increase

the accuracy of intensities and Bijvoet differences, a strategy

for determining which data to include in a final meta data set

needs to account for differences in intensity measurements

owing to both radiation damage (Garman, 2010) and sample

non-isomorphism. Outlier non-isomorphic crystals can be

rapidly identified by comparison of unit-cell parameters

(Foadi et al., 2013) or by rigorous comparison of intensities or

anomalous differences (Giordano et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012).

Here, we present the case of the West Nile virus NS1 protein

(Akey et al., 2014), where massively multiple merged data

from many weakly diffracting crystals were used to determine

the sulfur substructure, to phase at low resolution and to

extend the limit of the data used during refinement. NS1 is an

essential protein of the Flavivirus genus that is required both

for genome replication and immune-system evasion (Muller &

Young, 2013). Flaviviruses cause many diseases for which

neither antiviral drugs nor vaccines exist, including dengue

fever and West Nile fever. NS1 is highly glycosylated,

membrane-associated and replete with disulfide bonds, and

thus the production of stable native NS1 was challenging and

slowed progress in understanding the molecular basis of its

multiple and enigmatic functions. As the production of sele-

nomethionyl protein in eukaryotic cells can be complicated

and since NS1 contains an abundance of native anomalous

scatterers, with six disulfides and five methionines per 352-

residue monomer (370 with the expression tag), S-SAD was

our first choice for phasing (Liu et al., 2012, 2013). Data were

collected from 28 crystals of recombinant NS1 purified from

insect cells. Initially, the combined data did not have a useful

anomalous signal. We used a culling strategy to identify

crystals that did not appear to contribute to the anomalous

signal and eliminated the data from ten crystals. The resultant

data set was successfully used for determination of the sulfur

substructure at 5.2 Å resolution, for the calculation of initial

phases to 4.5 Å resolution, for phase extension to 3.0 Å

resolution and for crystallographic refinement to 2.9 Å reso-

lution.

2. Methods and results

2.1. NS1 expression and crystallization

Production and crystallization of NS1 has been described by

Akey et al. (2014). Both dimeric and hexameric forms of the

protein were detected by gel filtration. NS1 (�7 mg ml�1 in

50 mM Tris pH 8.5, 50 mM ammonium sulfate, 10% glycerol)

was crystallized by vapor diffusion against a reservoir solution

consisting of 20–25% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 3000 or

PEG 3350, 5% glycerol, 150–300 mM sodium citrate pH 5.5.

Matthews coefficient probability calculations with two, three

or four copies of NS1 in the asymmetric unit of crystals of

space group P321 yielded estimated solvent contents of 74, 61

and 48%, respectively (Matthews, 1968; Kantardjieff & Rupp,

2003). Crystals of hexagonal plate morphology (50–150 mm

across the threefold axis, 20–50 mm along the threefold axis)

were harvested directly from the growth solution without

additional cryoprotection and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen.

Approximately one in every eight crystals yielded suitable

diffraction, and the degree of heterogeneity of the samples

was unknown.

2.2. Data collection and processing

Data were collected on GM/CA@APS beamline 23ID-D

using a MAR Mosaic 300 CCD detector at 225 mm from the

sample with a 105 mm helium box mounted on the front. Data

were collected at 7.1 keV as this energy was suggested to be

a suitable compromise between the strength of the sulfur

anomalous signal and the absorption of X-rays by the sample

(Liu et al., 2012). Assuming that each of the six disulfides

increases the scattering power of the two cysteines by 21/2,

the NS1 crystals have an expected anomalous signal of 1.49%

at 7.1 keV (Hendrickson et al., 1985). The 75 � 35 mm

(horizontal � vertical, full-width half-maximum) beam was

reduced to 50 � 35 mm by slits, approximating the dimensions

of the crystals. To maximize the detection of the anomalous

signal, data were collected using an inverse-beam protocol

(Hendrickson et al., 1985; Smith & Hendrickson, 2001) with

0.5� rotation per image and 5� of data (ten images) per wedge

for a total of 2 � 90� of data from each crystal. The

morphology of the crystals allowed us to determine the crystal

orientation visually, and data were collected alternately

starting along the threefold (face), the crystal edge or at a 45�

offset. Thus, for any subset of reflections data were collected

for both Friedel mates early in dose time from a significant

number of samples. In total, 12 data sets were collected

starting from a face orientation, 11 from an edge orientation

and five from a 45� offset.
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Data were processed using XDS and were scaled and

merged using XSCALE (Kabsch, 2010a,b). Although XDS

required separate processing of the forward 90� and inverse

90� of data for each crystal, a common crystal orientation

matrix was applied to both 90� data sweeps. Friedel pairs

were treated separately in scaling (STRICT_ABSORPTION_

CORRECTION=TRUE and FRIEDEL’S_LAW=FALSE).

Subsequent analysis confirmed the importance of these

settings (based on failed attempts to solve the S substructure

after scaling with STRICT_ABSORPTION_CORRECTION

=FALSE). The 28 crystals appeared to be isomorphous based

on the similarity of their unit-cell parameters; however, initial

attempts to merge data from all 28 crystals were unsuccessful.

Although data from individual crystals had positive anom-

alous correlation coefficients (AnomCC, calculated between

random half sets of anomalous differences) at low resolution

(50.0–8.57 Å), the merged meta data set did not. Suspecting

that some incompatible data sets ‘poisoned’ the final data and

obliterated the anomalous signal, we identified outlier crystals

by pairwise comparison of data sets (28 crystals � 2 wedges

each). Data-set pairs were scaled together and the AnomCC

and Rmerge values at low resolution (to dmin = 8.57 Å) were

evaluated for compatibility. Crystals were excluded from the

final data set if either the forward or inverse data consistently

had negative AnomCC values or Rmerge values greater than

7.5% when scaled with individual data sets from other crystals.

We settled on the data from 18 crystals, eight of which were

collected starting with the beam perpendicular to the crystal

face, eight with it perpendicular to the edge and two at a 45�

offset.

The data (forward and inverse combined, d = 50.0–2.9 Å)

for 18 individual crystals had hI/�(I)i values of 10.7–3.0, an

Rmerge of 12.2–45.4% and a CC1/2 of 99.6–93.8%. When scaled

into a single set (XSCALE), the combined data set had an

hI/�(I)i of 19.6, an Rmerge of 31.3% and a CC1/2 of 100%

(Table 1, Supplementary Table S11). The resultant data set had

an anomalous multiplicity of 100 to dmin = 3.0 Å. Importantly,

whereas the AnomCC and anomalous signal (average �F�/

��F�) were weak for individual crystals, the AnomCC was

60% for data to dmin = 8.57 Å and was positive to�5.4 Å, with

an anomalous signal greater than 1.0 to the same limit (Figs. 1a

and 1b). While data from individual crystals were weak when

assessed by traditional metrics, the combined data were of

much improved quality according to the hI/�(I)i and CC1/2

metrics, although not according to Rmerge (Figs. 1c–1e).

2.3. Determination of anomalous scatterer substructure

SHELXD was used for substructure determination (Shel-

drick, 2010). 10 000 trials were requested for each SHELXD

run using a range of resolution cutoffs, 4.5–5.5 Å, in 0.1 Å

increments. Searches were conducted in both P321 and the

enantiomorphic space groups P3121 and P3221. Encoura-

gingly, significant trial solutions were found for only one space

group, P321, and not for either of the enantiomorphic alter-

natives. A scatter plot of SHELXD correlation coefficients

between observed anomalous difference E values and those

calculated from each of the 10 000 trials for all data and for the

weakest E values (CCall versus CCweak) showed a continuum of

trial solutions extending from the main grouping of presum-

ably random trials (Fig. 1f) and not the typical cluster of

strong trials well separated from the main grouping (Liu et al.,

2012). We evaluated the results of several SHELXD runs

with different parameters (space group, dmin, number of NS1

monomers per asymmetric unit) by comparing the maximum

values of CCall and CCweak and the density of trials that were

outside the main group. In SHELXD tests with the 18-crystal

data set, the best trial solutions had roughly equivalent

maximum values for both CCall and CCweak. In contrast, the

density of trials outside the main grouping (the largest values

of CCall and CCweak) was highly dependent on the resolution

cutoff, with the best results using a 5.2 Å cutoff roughly

correlating with the 5.4 Å limit of the anomalous signal esti-

mated by XSCALE. The trial solution used for further phasing

correctly identified all 12 disulfides and seven out of ten

methionine sulfurs (Figs. 2a and 2b). The methionine sulfurs

not found by SHELXD have higher B factors than the other
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Table 1
Data processing and refinement.

Values in parentheses are for the outermost shell.

18 crystals combined ‘Best’ crystal

I +, I� separate I+, I� combined I+, I� separate

Data
Space group P321
Wavelength (Å) 1.7462
dmin (Å) 2.90 (2.96–2.90)
Unit-cell parameters

(Å)
a = b = 167.80, c = 93.82 a = b = 167.64,

c = 93.86
Observations 6267610 (198290) 6266198 (198299) 362149 (13317)
Unique reflections 65517 (3942) 34031 (2023) 65112 (3592)
Average multiplicity 95.7 (50.3) 184.1 (98.0) 5.6 (3.7)
hI/�(I)i 19.6 (0.69) 27.31 (0.96) 10.7 (0.34)
Rmerge (%) 31.3 (900.0) 31.3 (903.8) 12.4 (348.0)
Completeness (%) 100.0 (99.9) 100.0 (100.0) 99.5 (92.5)
CC1/2† (%) 100.0 (17.1) 100.0 (33.2) 99.7 (5.4)
CC*‡ (%) 100.0 (54.0) 100.0 (70.6) 99.9 (32.0)
Wilson B (Å2) 97.3 91.4 90.8

Refinement
No. of reflections 33928
Rwork/Rfree 0.172/0.204
CCwork/CCfree (%) 88.7/90.8
R.m.s.d., bonds (Å) 0.006
R.m.s.d., angles (�) 1.012
No. of atoms

Protein 5493
Solvent 61
Sugar/detergent 229

B factors (Å2)
Protein 99.4
Solvent 84.0
Sugar/detergent 147.0

Ramachandran
Favored (%) 94.46
Allowed (%) 5.10
Outliers (%) 0.44

PDB code 4tpl

† CC1/2 is the correlation of one-half of the observations with the other half. ‡ CC* =
[2CC1/2/(1 + CC1/2)]1/2.

1 Supporting information has been deposited in the IUCr electronic archive
(Reference: DZ5338).



sulfurs in the refined model and yielded weak peaks in an

anomalous difference map calculated with density-modified

experimental phases (Fig. 2b).

2.4. Phase improvement and initial model building
Initial phasing from the sulfur sites was tested with data to

5.0, 4.5, 4.0 and 3.5 Å resolution, followed by phase refinement
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Figure 1
Anomalous signal strength (a, b) and data quality (d–f ) for the 18-crystal data set used to solve the NS1 crystal structure (solid line, combined data with
100-fold multiplicity; dashed lines, individual crystal data sets; insets, high-resolution detail). (c) Results of a SHELXD substructure search with
combined 18-crystal data (dmin = 5.2 Å, 10 000 trials).



and extension to 3.0 Å resolution. A 4.5 Å resolution limit for

initial phasing was selected based on the interpretability of

electron-density maps. Refinement of phases (to 4.5 Å reso-

lution, 50 cycles) by SHELXE (Sheldrick, 2010) indicated a
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Figure 2
Sulfur sites and phasing. Sulfur atomic positions (a) identified by SHELXD (true sites, blue; false sites, cyan) and in the final refined model (yellow, found
by SHELXD; green, missed; orange/red, sulfate on the molecular twofold) and (b) anomalous difference electron density (DM phases, 5.0�) on a C�

trace of the NS1 dimer viewed along the noncrystallographic molecular twofold. (c–h) Orthogonal views of electron density at progressive stages of
phase refinement. (c–f ) SHELXE phases at 4.5 Å resolution (1.5� contour) before (c, d) and after (e, f ) 50 rounds of phase refinement. (g, h) DM phases
at 3.0 Å resolution (1.5� contour) after 200 rounds of phase refinement and extension with the NS1 C� trace (yellow).



clear preference in hand both by visual inspection and from

map statistics (SHELXE connectivity and contrast metrics).

A twofold local symmetry axis was readily apparent in the

anomalous scatterer sites of the top SHELXD trial solution

(Fig. 2a), consistent with two monomers per asymmetric unit

(74% solvent). The twofold noncrystallographic symmetry

(NCS) operator was calculated from the sulfur sites

(LSQKAB; Winn et al., 2011) and used for phase refinement

and extension (200 cycles, from 4.5 to 3.0 Å resolution) in DM

(Cowtan, 1994). Phase refinement dramatically improved the

maps (Figs. 2c–2h) and the final 3.0 Å resolution map was of

outstanding quality, sufficient for autobuilding �75% of the

amino-acid residues with Buccaneer (Cowtan, 2006).

We tested the requirement of both cycle count (DM

NCYCLE parameter) and twofold NCS averaging for the final

map quality. The use of fewer DM cycles (20 or 100) or setting

NCYCLE to ‘auto’ reduced the quality of the maps as judged

by the combined figure of merit (FOM) and by the correlation

coefficient (map CC; Fig. 3a). While the 20-cycle and auto

NCYCLE maps were of noticeably poorer quality by visual

inspection, the 100-cycle map appeared to be of equivalent

quality to the 200-cycle map. Phase extension without NCS

(solvent flattening only) resulted in a high estimated FOM, but

the map was poorly correlated with the 200-cycle map and was

of lesser quality by visual inspection. Thus, even with 74%

solvent content, twofold NCS averaging was critical for

successful phase extension.

With a known sulfur substructure, the phase calculation and

extension process was successful with data of much lower

multiplicity than the 100-fold used to determine the sub-

structure. Single-, three-, six- and nine-crystal data sets were

tested to calculate and refine phases to a 4.5 Å resolution limit

in SHELXE. Maps at 4.5 Å resolution from the nine-crystal

data were highly correlated to the 18-crystal maps, with

diminishing correlation as the data multiplicity was reduced

(Fig. 3b). Map interpretability is nearly impossible to evaluate

at 4.5 Å resolution, so the phases from SHELXE were further

refined and extended to 3.0 Å resolution by DM. The resulting

six- and nine-crystal maps closely matched the 18-crystal map,

whereas extension failed from the starting phases from single-

and three-crystal data sets (Fig. 3c). The quality of the starting

phases was more important than data multiplicity during

extension. When initial 4.5 Å resolution phases were calcu-

lated and refined by SHELXE using the 18-crystal data set,

phase extension using DM proceeded smoothly even with a

single-crystal data set (data not shown).

2.5. Use of high-multiplicity data for extension of resolution
during refinement

Model refinement was carried out with PHENIX (Adams

et al., 2010) and model building was performed with Coot

(Emsley & Cowtan, 2004). The high-multiplicity data allowed

us to significantly extend the useful resolution for crystallo-

graphic refinement beyond what would have been possible

with data of ordinary multiplicity. Using traditional metrics,

the data from the single best crystal would be considered to

be useful to (optimistically) 3.2 Å resolution (Figs. 1c–1e). We

used combined data to 2.9 Å resolution during model building
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Figure 3
Phase-refinement and phase-extension experiments. (a) Comparison of
DM phase-refinement and phase-extension protocols by correlation with
the map calculated with a 200-cycle protocol employing 75% solvent
flattening and twofold averaging. (b, c) Efficacy of phasing as a function
of data multiplicity. Maps were calculated after (b) SHELXE (4.5 Å
resolution, 50 cycles of phase refinement) followed by (c) DM (phase
refinement and extension to 3.0 Å resolution in 200 cycles) by comparison
with maps from the same stage using the combined 18-crystal data set.
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and refinement. The use of extended data was justified by

visual inspection of maps calculated from density-modified

experimental phases (Figs. 2g, 2h and 4a) or from model

phases (Fig. 4b) as well as by refinement metrics (Figs. 4c–4f,

Table 1). Refinement statistics (both traditional R values and

correlation coefficients) indicate good agreement between the

model and observed amplitudes for the full range of data.

Additionally, the theoretical agreement of the merged data

with the ‘true’ intensities, as estimated by CC* (Karplus &

Diederichs, 2012; Figs. 4c and 4d, dashed red line), supports

the use of the merged data to the 2.9 Å resolution limit. We

compared Fcalc from the final NS1 model with Fobs for each

individual crystal data set. Unsurprisingly, the refined model

agrees considerably better with the combined data than with

any individual crystal data set (Figs. 4c–4f), even when the

model was subjected to simulated annealing followed by

conventional refinement with single-crystal data sets (data not

shown). The magnitude of the differences between Fcalc for the

refined model and Fobs from individual crystals suggests

that refinement against individual data sets would not be

Figure 4
Crystallographic refinement using multi-crystal data. Stereodiagrams of electron density for the NS1 core from (a) model-free DM-modified phases
(3.0 Å resolution, 1.5� contour) and (b) model phases (PHENIX, 2mFo � DFc, 2.9 Å resolution, 1.5� contour). (c–f ) Refined model fit to the 18-crystal
data (bold lines) and individual crystal data (dashed lines). CC* is shown as a dashed red line.



productive to the 2.9 Å resolution limit. The NS1 structure is

complete with the exception of one internal 20-residue

disordered loop. Five of the six glycosylated asparagines are

well ordered and one to five sugar residues were built at these

sites. Additionally, electron density consistent with the head

groups of two detergent molecules (Triton, from the purifi-

cation buffers) was clear in the experimental 3.0 Å resolution

maps from DM. Fragments of additional detergent molecules

were built on a hydrophobic surface of NS1. A sulfate ion on

the twofold NCS axis was identified in the anomalous differ-

ence electron density (Figs. 2a and 2b).

2.6. Utility of data ‘culling’ prior to merging : are more data
always better?

In this post mortem analysis, we set out to answer two

related questions. Can we use lower-multiplicity data to solve

the sulfur substructure? How do we choose the optimal subset

of data for determining the sulfur substructure? The initial

step was to re-examine the compatibility of the data from 28

crystals. We reprocessed the data from the ten crystals not

included in the 18-crystal data set used to solve the structure.

Three had simple indexing inconsistencies that were readily

corrected. Others appeared to be cases of varying degrees of
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Figure 5
Data-culling experiments. (a) Pairwise comparison of low-resolution data (dmin = 7.88 Å) from 28 crystals. The 18 crystals used to solve the NS1 structure
are grouped at the upper left (black box); crystal numbers label columns and rows. (b) Number of true sulfur sites (23 possible) as a function of CCcomb

for the ‘most likely’ trial solution in each of 64 SHELXD tests. (c) Percentage of ‘highly likely’ trial solutions from SHELXD tests with various data
combinations. 28 Xtals, all crystals; 26 Xtals, excluding crystals with low CC Dano [yellow strikethrough in (a)]; 25 Xtals, excluding crystals with high
Rmerge (blue strikethrough); 23 Xtals, excluding crystals with low CC Dano or high Rmerge (yellow and blue strikethrough); 18 Xtals, original 18 crystals
(black box); 14 Xtals, original 18 crystals excluding four crystals as described in the text (red strikethrough). The half-angular swaths of data (rotation per
crystal) and multiplicity (50.0–3.5 Å, in parentheses) are indicated for each data combination. All data sets also included the true Friedel images for each
of the angular widths indicated (2 � 90� etc.).



non-isomorphism. The compatibility of the data from the 28

crystals was evaluated with the modified criteria. As the goal

was to use anomalous differences to identify native anomalous

atom substructure, we again focused on the correlation of

anomalous signal and on isomorphism, limiting the analysis to

low-resolution data. Whereas previously individual observa-

tions from different crystals were scaled together and merged

and the XDS/XSCALE AnomCC was used as a metric, here

the anomalous differences for each sample (measured using

an inverse-beam protocol) were preserved by scaling and

merging data from individual crystals prior to pairwise

comparison. The correlation of anomalous differences

between data sets from crystal pairs, based on merged data

from each crystal (CC Dano, calculated by SFTOOLS; Winn et

al., 2011), were all positive and ranged from 0.06 to 0.47. To

assess isomorphism, unmerged data from crystal pairs were

merged and scaled (XSCALE) and the Rmerge value (dmin =

7.88 Å) for the pairs ranged from 5.1 to 18.5%. The results

(Fig. 5a) identified several outliers as assessed by either CC

Dano or Rmerge. The original 18 crystals used to solve the NS1

structure (black box, upper left) were reasonably compatible

by both the Rmerge and CC Dano metrics. Of the additional ten

crystals, two (152 and 155) had significantly lower pairwise CC

Dano values and three (117, 119 and 233) had significant

non-isomorphism as judged by Rmerge values with other data

sets.

Various combinations of the 28 data sets were scaled,

merged and tested in SHELXD (50.0–5.2 Å resolution data).

Each SHELXD test employed 10 000 trials to search for 22 S

sites, of which 12 were specified as disulfides. Substructure

determination was more robust when the data were scaled to

3.5 Å resolution [approximately the limit where I/�(I) > 1];

thus, we limited the scaling in XSCALE to 3.5 Å resolution for

the purposes of locating S sites and used the separately scaled

2.9 Å resolution data for phase extension and density modi-

fication. As the results from the SHELXD tests did not have a

clear delineation between random and ‘correct’ trial solutions

(Fig. 1f), we used the sum of CCall and CCweak (here called

CCcomb) as a single metric to compare trial solutions. The top

trial solution from any given SHELXD test was evaluated by

the number of correctly identified S sites (within 3 Å of a S

atom); each SHELXD trial solution yielded 31 sites (1.4 � 22

requested). Among the 64 SHELXD tests, CCcomb for the best

trial solution of the 10 000 was highly correlated with the

number of correct S sites (Fig. 5b). We then used the best trial

solution (31 sites) from each SHELXD test to calculate phases

to 4.5 Å resolution and to refine and extend phases to 3.0 Å

resolution using the correct twofold NCS operator. All of the

resulting 3.0 Å resolution maps were interpretable. Based

on these results, we used a CCcomb cutoff of 0.45 to identify

‘highly likely’ trial solutions.

Use of a data set from all 28 crystals in SHELXD resulted in

an equivalent number of ‘highly likely’ trial solutions as with

the original 18-crystal data set (Fig. 5c; 28 crystals versus 18

crystals). When we excluded the crystals that appeared to be

outliers based on CC Dano (152 and 155; Fig. 5b; 26 crystals)

or on Rmerge (117, 119 and 233; Fig. 5c; 25 crystals), the fraction

of ‘highly likely’ trials increased significantly. (Crystals 152 and

155 are the only samples for which only 2 � 45� of data were

collected, and Rmerge may be artificially suppressed for

comparisons involving these crystals.) Excluding the data from

all five of these suspect crystals (Fig. 5b; 23 crystals) had an

additive effect, with over fivefold more ‘highly likely’ trials

than for the data from all 28 crystals. We also conducted a

series of trials in which data from individual crystals were

excluded from the original 18-crystal data set. Of these, data

from any of four crystals (146, 147, 201 and 202) could be

excluded with either neutral or beneficial results (data not

shown). Exclusion of all four of these data sets (Fig. 5c; 14

crystals) yielded a data set with half the multiplicity of

the 28-crystal data set but with slightly more ‘highly likely’

solutions.

In addition to non-isomorphism, radiation damage can

degrade the measured anomalous signal. For the crystal

combinations above, we investigated this effect in SHELXD

tests using the first 2� 75�, 2� 60� and 2� 45� of data, which

preserved Friedel pairs from the inverse-beam geometry of

data collection. There was a clear trend that excluding the

later images had a detrimental effect on the number of ‘highly

likely’ trial solutions from SHELXD (Fig. 5c). In data

combinations that yielded roughly equal overall multiplicity,

this trend was still evident. For combinations with a multi-

plicity of �100 (18 crystals 90�, 23 crystals 75�, 28 crystals 60�,

26 crystals 60�, 25 crystals 60�) or a multiplicity of �80 (14

crystals 90�, 18 crystals 75�, 23 crystals 60�, 28 crystals 45�, 26

crystals 45�), the full 2 � 90� of data per crystal from fewer

crystals resulted in substantially more ‘highly likely’ solutions

than did reduced angular swaths of data from each of a greater

number of crystals. We note that the multiplicity of Bijvoet

pairs per crystal (up to sixfold in the case of 2 � 90� of data)

would be substantially reduced by reducing the angular range.

This suggests that in the case of NS1 the multiplicity of

anomalous pairs within data from each crystal was more

important to the integrity of multi-crystal anomalous pair data

than was minimizing radiation damage.

3. Discussion

To accurately measure the sulfur anomalous signal from NS1

crystals, several approaches were used during data collection

and subsequently during assembly of the meta data set. For

data collection, we attempted to maximize the accuracy of

anomalous measurements through the use of an inverse-beam

protocol, the inclusion of helium in the diffracted beam path

and the use of alternating starting positions to collect different

unique Friedel pairs early in dose-decay time. Ultrahigh-

multiplicity data led to a successful solution of the substruc-

ture of sulfur anomalous scatterers with data limited to a dmin

of 5.2 Å, roughly corresponding to the limit of positive values

for AnomCC and an anomalous signal greater than 1.0. An

atomic model cannot be built into a map at this resolution,

particularly as the protein fold was unknown. Phase calcula-

tion to 4.5 Å resolution and extension to 3.0 Å resolution

resulted in an easily interpreted map of exceptional quality
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(Figs. 2g and 2h) when we employed a protocol that included

solvent flattening, twofold NCS averaging and at least 100

cycles during phase extension (Fig. 3a).

In post mortem experiments, we sought to determine

whether the 100-fold multiplicity was essential to successful

substructure determination. Multiplicities of 50-fold to 150-

fold were examined in several dozen tests using SHELXD

with 10 000 trial solutions per test. The CCcomb statistic (the

sum of the SHELXD CCall and CCweak) was strongly corre-

lated with the number of correct sulfur sites in any trial

solution (Fig. 5b). This implies that the maximum CCcomb

value from a set of SHELXD tests should indicate the optimal

selection of resolution, crystal subset or any other variable

examined. Among the 10 000 trials in each SHELXD test, the

‘most likely’ trial solution yielded two-thirds or more of the

correct sulfur sites (at least 15 of 22 sites; Fig. 5b). However,

these ‘most likely’ trial solutions were polluted with up to 16

false sites, as trial solutions typically yielded 40% more sites

than requested. In most of the trial solutions that were

analyzed in detail, the sites with highest occupancy were valid.

However, occupancy diminished gradually for the remaining

sites and there was no clear demarcation to distinguish the

valid sites from the false sites. Between three and 15 (with an

average of seven) false sites had higher occupancies than the

lowest-occupancy true site. In the general case, contamination

owing to false sites complicates the determination of NCS

operators from sulfur atomic positions. Nevertheless, for all

trial solutions in which CCcomb was greater than 45% the

phase-extension and refinement protocol from the 31 sites

(valid and false) produced an interpretable 3.0 Å resolution

map if the correct twofold NCS operator was applied. As

optimal phase extension required proper identification of the

twofold NCS operator, when searching for the NCS operator it

may be useful to pare the lower occupancy sites, which are

more likely be incorrect. We did not investigate the possibility

that solvent flattening alone may have improved the phases

sufficiently to yield a map that revealed the NCS operator (or

the false sites).

The NS1 structure determination benefited from an ability

to collect complete anomalous pair data from almost every

sample, as the crystals in space group P321 were sufficiently

robust for the measurement of 2 � 90� of true Friedel data

collected in 5� wedges with inverse geometry. We anticipated

that SHELXD results of similar quality could be obtained by

excluding the most radiation-damaged images for each crystal

while preserving true Friedel pairs for the included data.

However, the number of ‘highly likely’ trial solutions from

SHELXD dropped precipitously as the data range was

reduced to 2 � 75� and below (Fig. 5c), corresponding to a

drop in anomalous pair multiplicity for individual crystals

from six to four or fewer. This somewhat surprising result

indicates that the multiplicity of anomalous pairs within the

data from each crystal may have been important for the esti-

mation of the true anomalous signal for weakly diffracting

NS1 crystals. We note that the XDS data processing and

scaling took no account of the experimental design to record

true Friedel pairs in inverse geometry and that other scaling

protocols may diminish the need for high anomalous multi-

plicity in data from each crystal.

The multiplicity required to solve the sulfur substructure

was considerably greater than that needed for initial phasing

and for phase extension. Data with approximately 30-fold

multiplicity were sufficient for initial phase calculation to

4.5 Å resolution (SHELXE) and extension to 3.0 Å resolution

using the known sulfur substructure (Fig. 3c). However,

phases to 4.5 Å resolution calculated from data of 15-fold

multiplicity failed in the phase-extension protocol and did not

produce an interpretable 3.0 Å resolution map. In contrast, if

initial phases to 4.5 Å resolution were calculated from data of

at least 30-fold multiplicity, phase extension to 3.0 Å resolu-

tion was successful using data from only one crystal (12-fold

multiplicity). Thus, the path of NS1 structure determination

had diminishing demands on data multiplicity: 50-fold to solve

the sulfur substructure at 5.2 Å resolution, 30-fold to calculate

initial phases at 4.5 Å resoution and 12-fold to extend the

phases to 3.0 Å resolution.

When compiling extremely high multiplicity data it is

beneficial to determine which samples to include in the final

data set by identifying isomorphous, or conversely ‘outlier’,

crystals. In the case of NS1, the exclusion of non-isomorphous

outlier crystals increased the apparent success rate of sulfur

substructure determination. We used pairwise comparisons of

data sets, a strategy that is justified when data are complete for

each sample. Unit-cell parameter differences are a rapid way

to detect non-isomorphism (Foadi et al., 2013), but equiva-

lence of unit-cell parameters does not guarantee isomorphism.

When complete data are not available from single samples, it

may be necessary to first compile a reference data set with

which all partial data sets will be compared (Liu et al., 2012).

Multiple metrics can be considered when determining which

data to include. For solving the sulfur substructure at low

resolution, we chose low-resolution anomalous correlation

coefficients and Rmerge values. Conclusive identification of the

‘best’ data set would likely require hierarchical cluster analysis

(Giordano et al., 2012), which can be implemented in data-

processing pipelines.

In addition to the utility for phasing from a weak anomalous

signal, ultrahigh multiplicity was critical for extending the

resolution limit of weak data. Whereas traditional metrics

would indicate that the data from the single best crystal were

useful to �3.2 Å resolution [average I/�(I) > 2], the combined

data were useful to 2.9 Å resolution, resulting in a one-third

increase in the number of unique reflections for refinement.

The utility of the combined data is apparent both in the quality

of the electron-density maps (Figs. 4a and 4b) and in the

agreement of calculated and observed amplitudes (Fig. 4c–4f).

The use of additional data from 3.2 to 2.9 Å resolution is

particularly important for NS1, where the protein fold was

unknown and novel. Karplus and Diederichs showed that for

problems with data limits beyond 2.0 Å resolution the corre-

lation coefficients of random half data sets (CC1/2 and CC*)

are better indicators of the useful data limit than are the

traditional metrics Rmerge and average I/�(I) (Diederichs &

Karplus, 2013; Karplus & Diederichs, 2012). The NS1 case
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shows that this is also true for problems of moderate diffrac-

tion limit.

Taken together, the recent demonstrations by others of

the utility of ultrahigh-multiplicity data recorded at nonheroic

X-ray energies for sulfur SAD phasing (Liu et al., 2012, 2013)

and of new correlation-coefficient metrics to evaluate data

quality (Karplus & Diederichs, 2012) were instrumental in

solving and refining the crystal structure of the West Nile virus

NS1 protein. The moderate quality of NS1 crystals indicates

that these advances in crystallographic methodology have

wide applicability, particularly in combination with high-

brilliance X-ray sources and high-speed detectors.
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